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Abstract
Consider a Shimura variety defined over some number field, and assume we have a model over the
ring of integers at some prime of bad reduction. It is then interesting to know the alternating trace of
Frobenius on the invariants under the inertia group of the sheaf of nearby cycles, since these traces
are related to the local factor of the Hasse–Weil zeta function.
In this article we compute the semi-simple alternating trace of Frobenius for Shimura varieties
associated to the groups GU(2,2) and GU(3,2), with level structure of Iwahori type, by investigating
the equations of the local model defined by Rapoport and Zink and by performing explicit blowing
ups.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given a Shimura variety defined over some number field, it is an interesting task to
determine the local factors of the Hasse–Weil zeta function at places of bad reduction.
Rapoport explains in his article [R] that in order to do this, one should calculate the
alternating trace
Tr
(
Frobq; (RΨQ)Ix
)
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sheaf of nearby cycles.
In several specific cases this trace has been computed by Rapoport and Zink, cf.
[RZ1,R], and by de Jong, cf. [dJ1].
However, it is usually very difficult to understand the inertia action on the sheaf of
nearby cycles. Therefore, Rapoport proposed to simplify the problem by looking at the
semi-simple trace instead (cf. [R]). Assuming Deligne’s conjecture about the purity of the
monodromy filtration (of the cohomology of the generic fibre), one can recover the trace
on the inertia invariants from the semi-simple trace. In the cases that we will consider the
semi-simple trace actually coincides with the usual trace.
As explained in [R], to treat questions of this kind, it is useful to work with the so-
called local model (see also [RZ2]). Locally for the étale topology around each point of
the special fibre this local model coincides with the corresponding model of the Shimura
variety, but it can be defined in terms of linear algebra and is thus much easier to handle.
The general goal is to find an interpretation of the alternating trace of Frobenius in
terms of group theory. A breakthrough towards this goal was achieved by a conjecture of
Kottwitz, which was then proved by Haines and Ngô [HN] for GLn and GSp2n.
Theorem 1.1 (Haines–Ngô, conjecture by Kottwitz). Let Mloc be the local model asso-
ciated to GLn or GSp2n and a dominant minuscule coweight µ. Let zµ be the Bernstein
function associated to µ; it is an element of the center of the Iwahori–Hecke algebra. Let l
be the length of the translation element tµ in the extended affine Weyl group. Then the trace
of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles is given by
Tr
(
Frobq;RΨQ
)= q 12 lzµ
(as an element of the Iwahori–Hecke algebra).
Haines’ and Ngô’s proof was inspired by Gaitsgory’s paper [Ga], where he proves
an analogous statement in the function field case. The crucial step is to prove that
Tr(Frobq;RΨQ) lies in the center of the Iwahori–Hecke algebra by proving a commuta-
tivity constraint with respect to the convolution of perverse sheaves. For more details, see
[HN,H2].
In this article, we will compute the alternating trace of Frobenius in some special
cases. The corresponding groups are the groups GL4 and GL5. (More precisely, these are
local models for the (PEL) Shimura varieties that belong to unitary groups associated
to an imaginary quadratic number field where p splits with signature (2,2) and (3,2),
respectively.)
In our calculation only elementary methods are involved. First, we write down the
equations describing the local model, then we perform explicit blow-ups until we get a
model with semi-stable reduction. In this case, the sheaf of nearby cycles can be computed,
and thus we can determine the alternating trace of Frobenius on the sheaves of nearby
cycles on the local model. Finally, we can compare our result with Kottwitz’ prediction
using the results of Haines [H1] who explicitly computed the Bernstein function.
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and Ngô was not yet known, thus it was interesting to provide further evidence for this
prediction. Now the computations are of course redundant as support for the conjecture, but
nevertheless it might be interesting to have a sample computation of the trace of Frobenius
in an easy yet non-trivial case by elementary methods. Furthermore, the calculations give
better insight into the singularities occurring in the special fibre of the local models, since
different singularities can give the same alternating trace. For example, the alternating
traces associated to the product of two double points and a divisor with normal crossings
of relative dimension 2 coincide.
Furthermore, it is not hard to see that at least in the case of GL4, our procedure
yields a semi-stable resolution of the local model (and thus of the Shimura variety).
This resolution is obtained by 2 blow ups; we thus get a very explicit description of this
resolution. The general problem of defining a model with less severe singularities is very
difficult. It has been studied by Faltings, Genestier, and Lafforgue, among others, and in
the case of GLn, µ = (12,0n−2) (see Section 2 for the notation), it is known that there is
a toroidal resolution. See [F,Ge2,L]. Other cases which have been settled are GSp4 and
GSp6; see [Ge1] (cf. also Section 4.6).
It would be very interesting to find not only the alternating trace, but the individual
traces on each RiΨ (Q), and to try to establish a group-theoretic interpretation of these.
Unfortunately, these individual traces seem to be much harder to get at. An approach which
might be sensible is the use of the Steenbrink spectral sequence (cf. [RZ1]).
Here is an outline of the structure of this article. In Section 2, we give the definition of
the local model. In Section 3 we compute explicit equations for it. In Section 4, we recall
the definition of the sheaf of nearby cycles, and some of its properties, and then compute
the trace of Frobenius for GL4, µ = (1,1,0,0). Finally, in Section 5 we calculate the trace
of Frobenius for GL5, µ = (1,1,0,0,0).
2. The local model
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with finite residue class field of
characteristic p > 0 and π be a uniformizer of O . Denote by K the field of fractions
of O , and let k be an algebraic closure of the residue class field.
Denote by e1, . . . , en the canonical basis of Kn.
Let Λi , 0 i  n−1, be the free O-module of rank n with basis ei1 := π−1e1, . . . , eii :=
π−1ei, eii+1 := ei+1, . . . , ein := en. This yields a lattice chain
· · · −→ Λ0 −→ Λ1 −→ · · · −→ Λn−1 −→ π−1Λ0 −→ · · · .
Fix a dominant minuscule cocharacter µ = (1r ,0n−r ) of GLn (with respect to the torus
of diagonal matrices and the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices).
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O-scheme S, Mloc(S) is the set of isomorphism classes of commutative diagrams
Λ0,S Λ1,S · · · Λn−1,S π−1Λ0,S
F0 F1 · · · Fn π−1F0,
where Λi,S is Λi ⊗O OS , and where the Fi are locally free OS -submodules of rank r
which Zariski-locally on S are direct summands of Λi,S .
It is clear that this functor is indeed representable. Mloc is a closed subscheme of
a product of Grassmannians.
The group scheme G of automorphisms of the lattice chain, G(S) = Aut((Λi,S)i), is
a smooth affine group scheme acting on the local model.
We can embed the special fibre Mloc of Mloc into the affine flag manifold F =
GLn(k((t)))/B which parametrises lattice chains inside k((t)). Here B denotes the standard
Iwahori subgroup of GLn(k((t))). Then Mloc is a union of affine Schubert varieties. In
particular, we can express Mloc as a disjoint union of Schubert cells and thus get a stratifi-
cation of Mloc. This is explained in detail in [G, Chapter 4].
Denote the affine Weyl group of GLn(k((t))) by Wa , and the extended affine Weyl
group by W˜ . The set of alcoves (for GLn) is the set of tuples (v0, . . . , vn−1), vi =
(vi(1), . . . , vi(n)) ∈ Zn, such that vi(k)  vi+1(k) for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1, k = 1, . . . , n,
and
∑
k vi+1(k) = (
∑
k vi(k)) + 1 for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1 (we set vn = (v0(1) + 1,
. . . , v0(n) + 1)). The extended affine Weyl group acts simply transitively on the set of
alcoves, and by choosing ω = (ω0, . . . ,ωn−1), ωi = (1i ,0n−i ) as our base alcove, we can
identify them as sets (see [KR] for details).
The extended affine Weyl group parametrizes the Schubert varieties in the affine flag
variety, so the strata occurring in the special fibre of the local model correspond to a finite
subset of W˜ , the so-called µ-permissible set
Mloc =
⋃
x µ-perm.
Sx, where Sx = BxB/B.
More precisely, if τ denotes the unique element of length 0 such that tµ ∈ Waτ , then this
finite set is contained in Waτ . (We can thus also think of it as a set of alcoves in the
standard apartment of the Bruhat–Tits building.) It is clear that, in terms of alcoves, this
set is precisely the set of minuscule alcoves of size r . Kottwitz and Rapoport [KR] proved
that this set coincides with the set {x ∈ W˜ ; x  twµ for some w ∈ W }, where W denotes
the finite Weyl group, and  denotes the Bruhat order on W˜ .
The element τ is identified with the alcove ((1r ,0n−r ), (1r+1,0n−r−1), . . . , (2r−1,
1n−r+1)).
If x is a µ-admissible alcove, then we denote by l(x) its length (as an element of W˜ ).
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(i) The strata are the orbits of the action of B on Mloc.
(ii) Sx ⊆ Sy if and only if x  y with respect to the Bruhat order.
(iii) Each stratum Sx is an affine space of dimension dimSx = l(x).
The stratum corresponding to the alcove τ consists of only one point. This is the worst
singularity of Mloc.
Since it is easier to study explicit equations in affine open subsets, we make the
following definition.
Definition 2.2. Let x = (x0, . . . , xn−1) be a µ-admissible alcove. Then let Ux be the open
subset of Mloc which consists of all points (Fi )i , such that for all i the quotient Λi/Fi is
generated by those eij with ωi(j) = xi(j).
We have the following proposition (cf. [G, Proposition 4.3.4]).
Proposition 2.3.
(i) The stratum Sx is contained in Ux .
(ii) The open subset Uτ intersects every stratum.
(iii) The irreducible components of the special fibre Mloc are the closures of the Ux ∩Mloc,
where x is an extreme alcove, i.e., x = w(µ) for some w ∈ W .
In particular, we can restrict our considerations to Uτ as far as the computation of the
trace of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles is concerned, since the alternating trace is
constant on each stratum.
3. The equations of the local model
In this section we will compute the equations of Uτ .
We will represent the subspaces Fi by giving r generating vectors (with respect to the
basis ei1, . . . , e
i
n of Λi ) which we will arrange as column vectors in a matrix. The conditions
which define the open subsets Ux then just mean that certain r × r-minors of these matrices
are invertible. So in this case we can represent the subspaces by (n− r)× r-matrices which
consist of the r × r-unit matrix in certain rows, and of other entries which are uniquely
determined by the given subspace.
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
1
1
. . .
1
a011 a
0
12 · · · a01r
...
...
...
a0n−r,1 a
0
n−r,2 · · · a0n−r,r


.
Similarly, we describe F1 by a matrix of the form

a1n−r,1 a1n−r,2 · · · a1n−r,r
1
1
. . .
1
a111 a
1
12 · · · a11r
...
...
...
a1n−r−1,1 a1n−r−1,2 · · · a1n−r−1,r


,
and so on.
To find the equations of Uτ , we have to express the condition that Fi is mapped to Fi+1
in terms of the aijk . This gives

 a
i+1
11 · · · ai+11r
...
...
ai+1n−r,1 · · · ai+1n−r,r

Ai =


ai21 a
i
22 · · · ai2r
...
...
...
ain−r,1 a
i
n−r,2 · · · ain−r,r
π 0 · · · 0

 , (1)
where Ai is the matrix 

0 1
. . .
. . .
0 1
ai11 a
i
12 · · · ai1r

 .
It is not difficult to see that all the aijk are determined by the a
i
1k and that Uτ is
isomorphic to
O
[
ai1k; i = 0, . . . , n− 1, k = 1, . . . , r
]/
I,
where I is the ideal generated by the entries of the matrices
An−1An−2 · · ·A0 − π, An−2 · · ·A0An−1 − π, . . . , A0An−1 · · ·A1 − π.
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equations than needed. In the next section, where we will treat the case n = 4, µ =
(1,1,0,0), we will describe Uτ by 6 equations, whereas the description we have given
here consists of 16 equations.
Remark. In particular, we re-discover here the well-known equations of the local model
in the Drinfeld case (i.e., r = 1). Then the Ai are 1 × 1-matrices, so they are just
indeterminates, and we get only one equation
An−1An−2 · · ·A0 − π.
Note that the above equations slightly differ from those in [G, Proposition 4.4.8]. Of course,
the difference is non-essential (cf. also [G, Lemma 4.4.3]).
4. Trace of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles in the case of GL4
4.1. Preliminaries
In this section we will recall the basic definitions and the facts that we are going to
use about the sheaves of nearby cycles. Most of this can be found in Deligne’s articles
[SGA 7, exp. I, XIII]. We follow more or less the presentation of Rapoport (cf. [R]); see
also Illusie’s article [I].
Denote by S the spectrum of a henselian discrete valuation ring, by s its special and by
η its generic point. Let η be a geometric point over η, let S be the normalization of S in η,
and denote by s the geometric point over s determined by η. Denote by p the characteristic
exponent of s. Now let X be an S-scheme of finite type. We get a diagram
Xη

XS Xs
ι
η S s
and define
RiΨQ = ι∗Ri∗Q,
where  is a prime number different from p. The sheaf RiΨQ is called sheaf of nearby
cycles.
If X is proper over S, then we have a spectral sequence
Hi
(
Xs,R
jΨQ
) ⇒ Hi+j (Xη,Q),
which is equivariant with respect to the action of Gal(η/η).
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consider the geometric Frobenius over Fq , and for a Fq -valued point of Xs , we ultimately
would like to calculate the alternating trace
Tr
(
Frobq; (RΨQ)Ix
)=∑
i
(−1)i Tr(Frobq ; (RΨ iQ)Ix).
However, it is not clear how to get hold of the inertia invariants. Thus, Rapoport [R]
proposed to compute the semi-simple alternating trace instead. This is easier, and assuming
Deligne’s conjecture on the purity of the monodromy filtration, it is possible to recover the
trace on the inertia invariants from the semi-simple trace. It turns out that in our case, the
semi-simple trace actually coincides with the usual trace on RΨQ. (They are obviously
equal in the case of semi-stable reduction, and their behavior under blow-ups is the same.
More generally, one can say that the inertia action is unipotent; cf. [Ga,GH].)
Thus, in the sequel we will compute the alternating trace
Tr
(
Frobq; (RΨQ)x
)=∑
i
(−1)i Tr(Frobq; (RΨ iQ)x),
where X is the local model associated to GL4 and µ = (1,1,0,0) and GL5 and µ =
(1,1,0,0,0), respectively.
We have the following theorem (see [RZ1], [I, Theorem 3.2c], cf. also [SGA 7, exp. I,
Theorem 3.3]).
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a S-scheme of finite type with smooth generic fibre. Suppose that
the special fibre is a reduced divisor with normal crossings. Assume further that Xs is
globally the union of smooth irreducible divisors. Let x ∈ Xs and let Sx be the set of
irreducible components of Xs passing through x . Then
R1Ψ (Q)x = ker
(⊕
Sx
Q(−1) Σ−→ Q(−1)
)
,
RiΨ (Q)x =
i∧
R1Ψ (Q)x .
In particular, the inertia group acts trivially on the sheaves RiΨQ. 
In the situation of the theorem, we say that X has semi-stable reduction. Of course,
in the cases we are interested in, the local model does not have semi-stable reduction. To
achieve this, we have to perform blow-ups. The following theorem and its corollary will
help us to keep track of what happens with the sheaves of nearby cycles.
Theorem 4.2. Let f :X′ → X be a proper morphism of S-schemes of finite type. Then we
have
RΨRfη,∗Q ∼= Rfs,∗RΨ ′Q,
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tively X′).
Here we consider RΨQ (and similarly RΨ ′Q) as an object in the ‘derived category’
Db(Xs ×s η) associated with the abelian category of constructible -adic sheaves on Xs
equipped with an action of Gal(η/η) that is compatible with the action of Gal(η/η) on Xs
through Gal(s/s) (cf. [D]). The theorem follows from the proper base change theorem; see
[SGA 7, exp. XIII, 2.1], for a more detailed explanation.
From the theorem and the Lefschetz trace formula (cf., for example, [SGA 4 12 ,
[Rapport], Theorem 3.2]) we get
Corollary 4.3. Assume that κ(s) is contained in Fq , and let X′, X be S-schemes of finite
type. Let X′ → X be a proper morphism which is an isomorphism on the generic fibres,
and denote by RΨ (respectively RΨ ′) the sheaves of nearby cycles on X (respectively X′).
Then for x ∈ X(Fq) we have
Tr
(
Frobq;RΨ (Q)x
)= ∑
x ′∈X′(Fq)
x ′ →x
Tr
(
Frobq ;RΨ ′(Q)x ′
)
,
where Tr is the alternating trace as above.
4.2. The equations of Uτ for GL4, µ = (1,1,0,0)
For the explicit computations which we want to perform it is not a good idea to work
with the equations described at the end of Section 3. It is much better to take the equations
(1) (for i = 0, . . . , n− 1), and to eliminate the variables aijk for j > 1. We have
ai21 = ai+112 ai11, ai22 = ai+111 + ai+112 ai12, i ∈ Z/4.
The following eight equations remain:
(
ai+211 + ai+212 ai+112
)
ai11 − π, i ∈ Z/4,
ai+212 a
i+1
11 +
(
ai+211 + ai+212 ai+112
)
ai12, i ∈ Z/4.
Furthermore, it is straightforward to verify that the equations of the first type for i = 2,3
are implied by the other six equations.
4.3. The strata Sx = Sτ
In the case of GL4, we will go through the list of strata and compute the trace of
Frobenius in each case. Haines proved (see [H1, Proposition 8.2]) that for GLn, µ =
(1,1,0, . . . ,0), there are 3n − 2n −n2n−1 admissible alcoves. So for GL4, µ = (1,1,0,0),
there are 33 admissible alcoves, hence the stratification of Mloc consists of 33 strata. The
reduced expressions of the corresponding elements in the extended affine Weyl group are
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s3s0τ, s2s1τ, s0s1τ, s3s2τ, s1s0s2τ, s0s2s3τ, s1s2s1τ, s3s0s3τ,
s3s1s2τ, s0s1s3τ, s2s1s3τ, s3s1s0τ, s2s3s2τ, s0s1s0τ, s3s0s2τ, s0s2s1τ,
s2s1s3s2τ = t(0011), s3s1s2s0τ = t(0101), s1s0s2s1τ = t(0110), s3s0s2s3τ = t(1001),
s0s2s1s3τ = t(1010), s0s1s3s0τ = t(1100) = tµ.
(We denote by τ the unique element of length 0 such that µ ∈ Waτ , by s1, . . . , sn−1 the
simple reflections in the finite Weyl group, and by s0 the simple affine reflection. By t− we
denote translation elements in W˜ .)
To compute the trace of Frobenius in a point of each stratum, we have to do the following
three steps:
• Determine the equations of the open neighborhood Ux of the stratum.
• Find a point of Ux lying in the stratum Sx .
• Compute the trace of Frobenius in this point (by means of Theorem 4.1 and
Corollary 4.3).
The simple reflections of the affine Weyl group are s1 = (12), s2 = (23), s3 = (34),
s0 = (1,0,0,−1)(14). Furthermore, we write s123τ instead of s1s2s3τ , and so on.
If (Fi)i is a point of Uτ , and each Fi is given by a matrix ai , then we get another
point (F ′i ), if we define F ′i by ai+1. In other words, the group Z/4 acts on Uτ . It is clear
that this action maps each stratum (more precisely: intersection of a stratum with Uτ )
isomorphically to another one (possibly itself). This is what is meant by ‘equivalent’ in the
following.
As is proved in [G, Proposition 4.4.9], Mloc is smooth in the points of the ‘length 4’-
strata.
Length 3
Let x = s021τ . Then, for a point in Uτ , lying also in Ux means that a012, a212, a311 have to
be invertible.
So, from the equations of Uτ , we get the following equations of Uτ ∩Ux :
a311 = −
(
a011 + a012a312
)
a212
a012
, a211 = −
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a212
a012
,
a112 = −
a111a
3
12
a011 + a012a312
, a011a
1
11 =
a012
a212
π.
Now we have to find a point of the stratum. Of course, we expect that in this case the
stratum is just the singular locus of Uτ ∩ Ux . (It is actually easy to see that this must be
true because of abstract reasons.) So we simply pick a point which is singular and prove
that it is indeed contained in the stratum.
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of Sx .
To prove the claim, we first compute the ai21, a
i
22 (cf. the expressions given at the
beginning of Section 4.2). Thus, we get the following representations of F0, . . . ,F3:
F0 =


1 0
0 1
0 1
0 0

 , F1 =


0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

 , F2 =


0 1
0 0
1 0
0 1

 , F3 =


0 1
−1 1
−1 1
1 0

 .
Note that here each Fi is described with respect to the basis ei1, . . . , ein.
This gives the following alcove (now we express everything with respect to the basis
e1, . . . , en, 0’s are left out in the matrices):


1
π 1
1
π

 ,


1
1
1
π

 ,


π−1
1
1
1 π

 ,


π−1
π−1 1 −π−1
π−1 −π−1
1 π

 .
As the lattice described by the fourth matrix can be described by


π−1
1 −π−1
−π−1
1 1 π


as well, we see that our alcove is the same as


1
1 1
1
π π 1




π−1
1
1
π

 · τ.
This proves the claim.
Now we see that the singularities in points of Sx are ordinary double points, so the trace
of Frobenius on the sheaf of nearby cycles in these points is 1 − q .
(Equivalent: s312τ , s023τ , s310τ .)
Similar: all other x’s of length 3.
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(a) Let x = s32τ . Now we get that a111 + a112a012 and a112 are invertible. We get the
following equations:
a311 =
π
a111 + a112a012
, a011 = −
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a312
a112
,
a212 = −
a211a
0
12
a111 + a112a012
, a111a
2
11a
3
12 = −a112π.
Point of the stratum: a011 = a111 = a211 = a311 = a212 = a312 = 0, a012 = a112 = 1.
Nature of singularity: Divisor with normal crossings of relative dimension 2.
Trace of Frobenius: (1 − q)2.
(Equivalent: s21τ , s10τ , s01τ .)
(b) Let x = s23τ . Here: a012, a111 invertible. Equations:
a311 = −
(
a011 + a012a312
)
a212
a012
, a211 = −
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a212
a012
,
a011a
2
12 = −
a012
a111
π, a112a
0
11 +
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a312 = 0.
Point of the stratum: a011 = a211 = a311 = a212 = a312 = 0, a012 = a112 = 1, a111 = −1.
Nature of singularity: In an open neighborhood of the chosen point a112 is invertible, and
there we can write the fourth equation as
a011 = −
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a312
a112
.
Substituting this in the third equation, we get(
a111 + a112a012
)
a312a
2
12 · something invertible = π,
so the singularity is again a divisor with normal crossings of relative dimension 2.
Trace of Frobenius: (1 − q)2.
(Equivalent: s01τ , s30τ , s12τ .)
(c) Let x = s02τ . Invertible: a012, a212. Equations:
a111 = −
(
a211 + a212a112
)
a012
a212
, a311 = −
(
a011 + a012a312
)
a212
a012
,
(
a211 + a212a112
)
a0 = π, (a0 + a0 a3 )a211 = π.11 11 12 12
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Nature of singularity: As a212 and a012 are invertible, we may replace a112 and a312 by
x := a211 + a212a112 and y := a011 + a012a312. Then the equations are just
xa011 = π, ya211 = π,
so we have a product of two ordinary double points.
Trace of Frobenius: (1 − q)2.
(Equivalent: s13τ .)
Length 1
Let x = s2τ . Then invertible: a012. Equations:
a311 = −
(
a011 + a012a312
)
a212
a012
, a211 = −
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a212
a012
,
a011a
1
11a
2
12 = −a012π, a112a011 +
(
a111 + a112a012
)
a312 = 0.
Point of the stratum: a011 = a111 = a211 = a311 = a112 = a212 = a312 = 0, a012 = 1.
Trace of Frobenius: This is the first case where we cannot read off the trace of Frobenius
directly, but have to blow up first. The ring we are looking at is
O
[
a011, a
1
11, a
2
12, a
1
12, a
3
12, a
0
12,
(
a012
)−1]/(
a011a
1
11a
2
12 − π, a112a011 + a312a111 + a112a312a012
)
.
Consider the blow up in the ideal (a011, a
3
12). It can be covered by two affine schemes X1,X2
as follows:
I. We have
X1 = SpecO
[
a˜011, a
0
11, a
1
11, a
2
12, a
1
12, a
3
12, a
0
12, a
0
12
−1]/
I,
where I is generated by
a011 − a312a˜011, a˜011a312a111a212 − π, a112a˜011 + a111 + a112a012.
We eliminate a011 and a
1
11 and get
X1 = SpecO
[
a˜011, a
2
12, a
1
12, a
3
12, a
0
12, a
0
12
−1]/− a˜011a312a112(a˜011 + a012)a212 − π.
II. Similarly, let a˜312 = a312/a011. Then X2 is given by the following equations:
a011a
1
11a
2
12 − π, a112 + a˜312a111 + a112a˜312a012.
Because all equations are satisfied for a011 = a111 = a211 = a311 = a112 = a212 = a312 = 0,
a0 = 1, we see that the fibre over this point is just P1 with homogeneous coordinates12
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3
12. Now, to compute the trace of Frobenius, we have to determine the traces in all
points of the fibre and sum them up.
For the points (a˜011 : a˜312) = (0 : 1) and (−1 : 1), we get (1 − q)3, as four components
meet there. For all points (x : 1), x = 0,−1, we get (1−q)2. Finally, to determine the trace
in the point (1 : 0), note that 1 + a˜312a012 is invertible there, and the second equation of X2
can then be written as a112 = −(a˜312a111)/(1 + a˜312a012). So the trace is (1 − q)2 as well.
Altogether we get
alternating trace = 2(1 − q)3 + (q − 1)(1 − q)2 = (1 − q)3.
(Equivalent: s1τ , s3τ , s0τ .)
Remark. De Jong has computed the equations of the local model for GSp4, corresponding
to the Iwahori subgroup, cf. [dJ2]. There one gets (as an open neighborhood of the worst
point):
SpecO[x, y, a, b, c]/(xy− π,ax + by + abc).
These equations are very similar to those treated above, and blowing up in (x, b) gives that
the alternating trace in this case is (1 − q)(1 − q + q2), cf. [dJ1].
4.4. The worst singularity: Sτ
It is helpful to make a change of variables in this case. Namely, replace a211 by
a122 = a211 + a212a112 and a311 by a222 = a311 + a312a212. This leads to the following: let
A = O[a011, a111, a122, a222, a012, a112, a212, a312]/I , where I is generated by the following
polynomials:
a122a
0
11 − π, a222a111 − π, a212a111 + a122a012, a012a222 + a011a212,
a222a
1
12 + a312a122 − a312a212a112, a112a011 + a111a312 + a112a012a312.
Let X = SpecA.
For the sake of completeness, we list the equations of the individual irreducible
components of the special fibre. They are parametrized by the permutations of µ.
(1) λ = (1100). a011 = a111 = a012 = 0, a312(a122 − a212a112) + a222a112 = 0.
(2) λ = (0110). a111 = a122 = a112 = 0, a212a011 + a012a222 = 0.
(3) λ = (0011). a122 = a222 = a212 = 0, a112(a011 + a012a312) + a111a312 = 0.
(4) λ = (1001). a222 = a312 = a011 = 0, a111a212 + a122a012 = 0.
(5) λ = (1010). a011 = a222 = 0, a122 = −a212a112, a111 = −a112a012.
(6) λ = (0101). a1 = a1 = 0, a0 = −a0 a3 , a2 = a3 a2 .11 22 11 12 12 22 12 12
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in the point x given by a011 = · · · = a212 = a312 = 0.
Consider the blow up X′ → X along the irreducible component of the special fibre of
X corresponding to the translation (1001). This component is the zero set of the ideal
(a222, a
0
11, a
3
12). We can cover X
′ by three affine schemes X′1, X′2, X′3, corresponding to
a011 = 0, a222 = 0, and a312 = 0, respectively.
(1) We have X′1 = SpecA[a312/a011, a222/a011]/(a011-torsion). Let a˜312 = a312/a011, a˜222 =
a222/a
0
11. An easy calculation shows that X
′
1 is given by the following equations (in
SpecO[a011, a111, a122, a˜222, a012, a112, a212, a˜312]):
a˜222a
1
11a
0
11 − π,
(
1 + a012a˜312
)
a112 + a111a˜312, a122 = a˜222a111,
a212 = −a012a˜222.
(2) Let a˜011 = a011/a222, a˜312 = a312/a222. Then X′2 is given by
a˜011a
1
22a
2
22 − π,
(
1 − a˜312a212
)
a112 + a˜312a122, a111 = a˜011a122,
a012 = −a˜011a212.
(3) Finally, write a˜011 = a011/a312, a˜222 = a222/a312. Then X′3 is given by
a112
(
a212 − a˜222
)
a˜011a
3
12 − π, a012a˜222 + a˜011a212, a111 = −a112
(
a˜011 + a012
)
,
a122 = a112
(
a212 − a˜222
)
.
Note that the given equations are really all equations needed to describe the blow up, i.e.,
that there is no more a011- (or a222- or a312-, respectively) torsion. This can be shown by an
easy computation (cf. Lemma 5.1).
Since for a011 = a111 = a122 = a222 = a012 = a112 = a212 = a312 = 0 all these equations are
satisfied, the fibre over x is just P2 with homogeneous coordinates a˜011, a˜222, a˜312. By
Theorem 4.3, we have to sum up all the alternating traces of Frobenius in the q2 + q + 1
rational points of this fibre to get the trace in the point we are looking at.
The results are assembled in Table 1. The computations which give the trace at the
points of the fibre follow below.
Summing up we get
Tr
(
Frobq;RΨ (Q)x
)= (1 − q)4 + (1 − q)2 + (1 − q)2 + (q − 1)(1 − q)2
+ (q − 1)2(1 − q)+ (q − 1)(1 − q)2 + (q − 1)(1 − q)
= (1 − q)2(1 − q + q2).
Now we go through the calculations of the alternating traces in the points lying over x .
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a˜011 a˜
2
22 a˜
3
12 Alt. trace No. of pts
1 0 0 1 (1 − q)4 1
2 0 1 0 (1 − q)2 1
3 1 0 0 (1 − q)2 1
4 1 0 F×q (1 − q)2 q − 1
5 1 F×q F×q 1 − q (q − 1)2
6 0 1 F×q (1 − q)2 q − 1
7 1 F×q 0 1 − q q − 1
(1) This is a point of X′3. To find the trace of Frobenius, we have to blow up again. We
have to examine the point a112 = a212 = a˜011 = a312 = a012 = a˜222 = 0. Consider the blow
up X′′3 of X′3 along the strict transform of the irreducible component of the special
fibre of X corresponding to (1100). It is given by the ideal (a˜011, a
0
12). We can cover
the blow-up by two affine schemes.
(1.1) Let ˜˜a011 = a˜011/a012. For the corresponding open part of X′′3 , we get the following
equations:
a112a
2
12
(
1 − ˜˜a011
) ˜˜a011a012a312 − π, a˜222 = −˜˜a011a212.
(1.2) Let a˜012 = a012/a˜011. In this case, we get
a112a˜
2
22
(−a˜012 − 1)a˜011a312 − π, a212 = −a˜012a˜222.
The fibre over a112 = a212 = a˜011 = a312 = a012 = a˜222 = 0 is P1 with homogeneous
coordinates ˜˜a011, a˜012. The trace of Frobenius in the points (0 : 1) and (−1 : 1) is
(1 − q)4, since exactly one of ˜˜a011 and 1 − ˜˜a011 is 0, and the other one is invertible in
an open neighborhood. The q − 2 points ( ˜˜a011 : 1), ˜˜a011 ∈ Fq − {0,1} all give (1 − q)3,just as the point (0 : 1).
So we get
(1 − q)4 + (1 − q)4 + (q − 2)(1 − q)3 + (1 − q)3 = (1 − q)4.
(2) Now, we have a point of X′2. As 1 + a012a˜312 is invertible in an open neighborhood of it,
we see directly that the trace in this point is (1 − q)2.
(3) This is similar to (2).
(4) These points lie in X′1 as well as in X′3. The equations of X′1 show that the trace in
these points is (1 − q)2. Of course, analyzing the equations of X′3 yields the same
result.
(5) We can again consider the equations we had in (4), and since now a˜222 is invertible as
well, we get 1 − q .
(6) Looking at the equations of X′2 or X′3, one easily sees that here the trace is (1 − q)2.
(7) Consider the equations of X′ . As a˜2 is invertible, the trace is simply 1 − q .1 22
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Length of admissible alcove Alt. trace on corresponding stratum
4 1
3 1 − q
2 (1 − q)2
1 (1 − q)3
0 (1 − q)2(1 − q + q2)
This concludes the calculation of the alternating trace of Frobenius in the worst
singularity of the local model for GL4.
4.5. Conclusions
Let us assemble the results for GL4, µ = (1,1,0,0) (Table 2).
These results precisely coincide with the formulae that Haines has obtained by
computing the Bernstein function appearing in Kottwitz’ conjecture, see [H1, 9.1.3]. Note
that the expected trace of Frobenius on the stratum associated to an admissible alcove x
is ql(µ)/2−l(x)/2ax(Q), where Q = q−1/2 − q1/2 and where ax(Q) is the polynomial given
explicitly in Haines’ table.
In particular, we see that the alternating trace of Frobenius on a stratum depends only
on the length of the corresponding alcove. As the analogous computation of Haines shows
this is not true any more already for GL5, µ = (1,1,0,0,0) (see [H1, 9.1.4]).
Nevertheless, there may appear different kinds of singularities for alcoves of the same
length even in the GL4 case.
4.6. A semi-stable resolution of Mloc
By blowing up the two irreducible components of Mloc corresponding to (1001) and
(1100), as above, we obtain a morphism M˜loc → Mloc, and it is easy to see that M˜loc has
semi-stable reduction.
Furthermore, since we just blow up closures of certain strata, this semi-stable resolution
is clearly equivariant with respect to the smooth group scheme G acting on Mloc. It is also
easy to check that besides being an isomorphism on the generic fibre, the resolution above
is an isomorphism over the extreme strata of the special fibre.
For GL5, it seems that one can obtain an equivariant semi-stable resolution in a similar
way, but since there are many more blow-ups to perform, I did not check this completely.
The problem of defining a semi-stable resolution or at least a model with milder (say,
toroidal) singularities has been studied by several people. Faltings [F] defines a toroidal
resolution in the case r = 2. Genestier [Ge2] describes a different construction of a toroidal
resolution which works for r = 2, using Lafforgue’s work. See also [L]. Although the
constructions are different, their end result is the same.
In [Ge1], Genestier describes a general method to construct a certain scheme which
conjecturally is a semi-stable resolution of the local model. He checks that this is true for
GSp4 and GSp6 by explicit computations, and states that his method yields a semi-stable
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as the one described here.
5. The case of GL5, µ= (1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
In this chapter we will consider the local model associated to GL5, µ = (1,1,0,0,0),
and compute the alternating trace of Frobenius in the worst point of the special fibre. There
are 131 admissible alcoves in this case; we will not go through the complete list, but restrict
ourselves to the most complicated case.
5.1. Preparations
To determine the equations of a blow up, we have to find the a-torsion for certain a’s. If
the equations are more complicated than in the case of GL4, this turns out to be a serious
problem.
Of course, if the equations are sufficiently simple, there can be no torsion. One situation
which is ‘simple enough’ is given by the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Consider the polynomial ring A = O[a1, . . . , an] and let g,h ∈ A such that
a1 does not occur in g and h and that π does not divide h. Then the ring A/(a1g − π,h)
does not have a1-torsion.
Proof. Let f,u1, u2 ∈ A such that
a1f = u1(a1g − π) + u2h.
We then have to show that f ∈ (a1g − π,h) ⊆ A. Write u1 = a1u11 + u21, u2 = a1u12 + u22,
such that a1 does not occur in u21 and u
2
2. We get
a1f = u1(a1g − π) + u2h = a1
(
u1g − πu11 + u12h
)− πu21 + u22h.
Now a1 does not occur in πu21 − u22h, thus we find that πu21 − u22h = 0. But as π does not
divide h, this further implies that u22 = πu˜22 for some u˜22 ∈ A. Then we have u21 = u˜22h and
finally we get
f = u11(a1g − π) + u˜22gh+ u12h.
This proves the lemma. 
In the following, we often have to deal with more than two equations, so we have to find
another solution for this problem. Fortunately, using the following lemmas, we can avoid
determining the complete equations at each step.
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tors))f ∼= Af /(a-tors).
Lemma 5.3. Let A be a ring, a, b1, . . . , bn ∈ A. If the ring
A
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
does not have a-torsion, then we have an isomorphism
A
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
∼=−→ (A/(a-tors))[b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors).
Proof. Write A˜ = A/(a-tors). We have a commutative diagram
A
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
ϕ
A˜
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
(
A
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
)
a
ψ
(
A˜
[
b2
b1
, . . . ,
bn
b1
]/
(b1-tors)
)
a
,
where ϕ is injective by assumption, and ψ is an isomorphism. 
So, if we consider a blow up, but do not know whether we completely killed the torsion,
then we can nevertheless compute the next blowing up using the equations we have. If the
final result does not have torsion, we know that this result is the same as what we would
have obtained if we had computed the complete equations at an earlier stage.
As the proof shows, the lemma remains true, if we consider more than one ‘blowing up
step,’ and that we may localize between these blow-ups.
5.2. Computations
A priori (i.e., determining them like in the GL4-case, beginning with (1) in Section 3)
the equations of the worst singularity are given by
a011a
2
11a
3
12 + a011a311a112 + a011a112a212a312 − π,
a111a
3
11 + a311a112a012 + a111a212a312 + a211a012a312 + a012a112a212a312,
and the equations obtained by shifting the upper indices. This gives ten equations, five of
each type.
It is easily seen, that we need only six equations, namely one (arbitrary) of the first type,
and all five of the second type. (It seems to be true in general (i.e., for arbitrary n, r = 2),
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of the other equations of the first type. If n is prime, there remains only one equation of the
first type. Recall that by contrast in the case of GL4, we still had to deal with two equations
of the first type.)
Replacing a311 by a
2
22 = a311 + a312a212, a111 by a022 = a111 + a112a012, and a411 by a322 =
a411 + a412a312, we get
a011
(
a312a
2
11 + a222a112
)− π, a222a022 + a312a012a211,
a322a
2
11 + a322a212a112 + a412a112a222 − a112a212a312a412,
a011a
2
22 + a412a012a222 + a012a212a322 − a212a312a412a012,
a022a
3
22 + a112a011a312, a211a011 + a212a112a011 + a212a412a022 + a012a412a211.
We blow this up in (a011, a
0
22, a
0
12).
(I) a˜011 = a011/a012, a˜022 = a022/a012.
a˜011a
0
12
(
a312a
2
11 + a222a112
)− π, a222a˜022 + a312a211, a322a211 − a112a˜011a222,
a˜011a
2
22 + a412a222 + a212a322 − a212a312a412, a˜022a322 + a112a˜011a312,
a211a˜
0
11 + a212a112a˜011 + a212a412a˜022 + a412a211, a012-torsion.
(II) a˜011 = a011/a022, a˜012 = a012/a022.
a˜011a
0
22a
3
12a
2
11
(
1 − a˜012a112
)− π, a˜011a211 + a˜011a212a112 + a412a212 + a412a211a˜012,
a222 = −a312a˜012a211, a322 = −a112a˜011a312.
(III) a˜022 = a022/a011, a˜012 = a012/a011.
In a neighborhood of the fibre over the point a011 = a211 = a022 = · · · = a412 = 0 (namely
where 1 + a˜012a412 is invertible), we get:
a011a
2
12
(
a˜022 − a112a˜012
)(
a322 − a312a412
)
1 + a˜012a412
− π, a˜022a322 + a112a312,
a222 = −a412a˜012a222 − a˜012a212a322 + a212a312a412a˜012,
a211 = −
a212a
1
12 + a212a412a˜022
1 + a412a˜012
.
It is not clear (to me), whether the equations of (I) still ‘have torsion,’ or not. That is the
reason why we need the lemmas given in the previous section. (Checks with a computer
algebra program indicate that there actually is no torsion.)
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a˜011 a˜
0
22 a˜
0
12 Alt. trace No. of pts
1 1 0 0 (1 − q)4 1
2 0 1 0 (1 − q)4 1
3 0 0 1 (1 − q)4(1 − q + q2) 1
4 1 0 F×q (1 − q)4 q − 1
5 1 F×q 0 (1 − q)3 q − 1
6 1 F×q F×q (1 − q)3 (q − 1)2
7 0 1 F×q (1 − q)4 q − 1
In any case, looking at the equations (II) (or (III)), we see that the fibre over our point
is P2 with homogeneous coordinates a˜011, a˜
0
22, a˜
0
12.
Summing up the results collected in Table 3, we get (1 − q)4(1 + q2), and the results
of Haines (see [H1, 9.1.4]) show that this is exactly what was predicted by Kottwitz and
proved by Haines and Ngô [HN].
We will not give all the computations needed to establish Table 3, but limit ourselves to
two examples.
5.2.1. First example
The third case of Table 3 is by far the most complicated one. We will treat it in this
example.
To establish the result in the 3rd case, we have to look at equations (I). We consider the
blow up in (a312, a
2
22, a
3
22).
(I.I) a˜312 = a312/a322, a222 = a222/a322.
In an open neighborhood of the fibre (where 1 − a˜312a412 is invertible) we get:
a˜011a
0
12a
1
12a˜
2
22a
3
22
(
1 + a˜312a˜011
)− π,
a211 = a112a˜011a˜222, a212 = −
a˜011a˜
2
22 + a412a˜222
1 − a˜312a412
, a˜022 = −a112a˜011a˜312.
(I.II) a˜312 = a312/a222, a˜322 = a322/a222.
In an open neighborhood:
a˜011a
0
12a
2
22
(
a˜312a
2
11 + a112
)− π, a˜322a211 − a112a˜011,
a412 = −
a˜011 + a212a˜322
1 − a212a˜312
, a˜022 = −a˜312a211.
(I.III) a˜222 = a222/a312, a˜322 = a322/a312.
a˜011a
0
12a
3
12a˜
2
22
(
a112 − a˜022
)− π, (a˜011 + a412)a˜222 + (a˜322 − a412)a212, a˜022a˜322 + a112a˜011,
a211 = −a˜222a˜0 , torsion.22
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a˜312 a˜
2
22 a˜
3
22 Alt. trace No. of pts
1 1 0 0 (1 − q)6 1
2 0 1 0 (1 − q)4 1
3 0 0 1 (1 − q)4 1
4 1 0 F×q (1 − q)4 q − 1
5 1 F×q 0 (1 − q)4 q − 1
6 1 F×q F×q (1 − q)3 (q − 1)2
7 0 1 F×q (1 − q)3 q − 1
The equations (I.I) and (I.II) (by Lemma 5.1) do not have torsion anymore, so these are
the right equations by Lemma 5.3.
The fibre over (0:0:1) is P2 again, with homogeneous coordinates a˜312, a˜222, a˜322. We get
Table 4, which gives (1 − q)4(1 − q + q2).
As one might suspect, the most complicated case here is the first one. We have to look
at the equations (I.III), and blow up again.
Consider the blow up in (a011, a
3
22, a
4
12).
(I.III.I) ˜˜a011 = a˜011/a˜322, a˜412 = a412/a˜322.
˜˜a011a˜322a012a312a˜222a112
(
1 + ˜˜a011
)− π, a212 = − ˜˜a011a˜222 + a˜412a˜2221 − a˜412 , a˜412 = 1,
a˜022 = −a112 ˜˜a011.
(I.III.II) ˜˜a011 = a˜011/a412, ˜˜a
3
22 = a˜322/a412.
˜˜a011a412a012a312a˜222
(
a112 − a˜022
)− π, ˜˜a011a˜222 + a˜222 + ˜˜a322a212 − a212,
a˜022
˜˜a322 + a112 ˜˜a011.
(I.III.III) a˜412 = a412/a˜011, ˜˜a
3
22 = a˜322/a˜011.
a˜011a
0
12a
3
12a˜
2
22a˜
0
22
(−1 − ˜˜a322)− π, a˜222 + a˜412a˜222 + ˜˜a322a212 − a˜412a212,
a112 = −a˜022 ˜˜a
3
22.
Again, the fibre we are interested in is P2, with homogeneous coordinates a˜011, a˜
3
22, a˜
4
12.
We get Table 5 in which the most interesting case is the 6th case. As indicated in the
table, we do not get the same trace for all points.
So look at the equations of (I.III.III):
a0 a0 a3 a222a
0 (−1 − a˜3 )− π, a222 + a˜412a222 + a˜3 a212 − a˜412a212.11 12 12 22 22 22
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a˜011 a˜
3
22 a˜
4
12 Alt. trace No. of pts
1 1 0 0 (1 − q)5 1
2 0 1 0 (1 − q)5 1
3 0 0 1 (1 − q)6 1
4 1 0 F×q (1 − q)4 q − 1
5 1 F×q 0 −(1 − q)4
6 1 F×q F×q (1 − q)4
7 0 1 F×q −(1 − q)5
These do not have torsion anymore, so we have got the correct equations, and we can
use them to read off the trace of Frobenius.
Furthermore, now a˜322 and a˜
4
12 are invertible.
We distinguish several cases:
(i) a˜412 = a˜322 = −1.
Let x = a˜322 + 1, y = a˜412 + 1. Then the equations take the form
−a011a012a312a222a022x − π, a222y + a212x − a212y
and we are interested in the point x = y = · · · = 0.
Considering the blow up in (x, y), we get (1 − q)6 as the trace of Frobenius.
(ii) a˜412 = −1, a˜322 = −1. This gives (1 − q)5(q − 2). (Eliminate a222 by the second
equation, to get a divisor with normal crossings with 6 components.)
(iii) a˜322 = −1, a˜412 = −1. We get (1 − q)4(q − 2).
(iv) a˜322, a˜412 = −1, a˜322 = a˜412. We get (1 − q)4((q − 2)2 − (q − 2)).
(v) a˜322 = a˜412 = −1. We get (1 − q)5(q − 2).
Summing up the results of (i)–(v) we get (1 − q)4.
5.2.2. Second example
As a second example, we will look at an easier case, namely the first one.
We have to consider the equations (III). Now we replace a˜022 by x := a˜022 − a112a˜012, and
a322 by y := a322 − a312a412. Then the equations take the following form:
a011a
2
12xy
1 + a˜012a412
− π, (y + a312a412)(x + a112a˜012)+ a112a312.
We have to look at the point where all variables vanish.
Consider the blow up in (y, a3 ). We cover the resulting scheme by two affine schemes:12
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a011a
2
12xy˜a
3
12
1 + a˜012a412
− π, a112 = −
x
(
y˜ + a412
)
1 + a˜012
(
y˜ + a412
) .
(III.II) a˜312 = a312/y . Here we have
a011a
2
12xy
1 + a˜012a412
− π, x = −a
1
12
(
a˜012 + a˜312a412a˜012 + a˜312
)
1 + a˜312a412
,
and substituting the expression for x in the first equation, we get
−a
0
11a
2
12ya
1
12
(
a˜012 + a˜312/
(
1 + a˜312a412
))
1 + a˜012a412
− π.
So, the fibre over our point is P1 with homogeneous coordinates y˜ , a˜312, and the
alternating trace is
(1 − q)4 + (q − 1)(1 − q)3 + (1 − q)4 = (1 − q)4.
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